Clinical significance of gene amplification studied in human neuroblastoma xenografts: relationship with tumor growth rate, chemotherapeutic sensitivities and levels of neuron-specific enolase.
Tumor doubling time, sensitivity to chemotherapeutic agents and concentrations of neuron-specific enolase were studied in nine human neuroblastoma xenografts, in which amplifications of N-myc, clones 8 and G21 were known; N-myc was amplified in eight, clone 8 in five and clone G21 in four of these nine xenografts. Tumor doubling time was longest in one xenograft, TNB10, which lacks the amplification of either N-myc or clone 8 or G21, and shortest in TNB1 in which all three DNA sequences are amplified with a DNA rearrangement in clone 8. No correlations were found between genomic amplification of N-myc, clones 8 and G21 and effectiveness of five chemotherapeutic drugs tested, except for cis-platinum. cis-Platinum was found to be effective on all but the one xenograft, TNB10, with the longest tumor doubling time. Concentration of neuron-specific enolase in tumor extract was lowest in TNB1 and correlated with the length of the tumor doubling time.